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Lorna Latimer

Years at STM:

7

Current Career/Job Title: Scientist (Exercise Physiologist) at the University of Leicester

Question 1

Did you have a particular favourite subject studied during your time at STM?
Did you have a moment/memory in school where this subject interested/inspired you?

I liked science, PE and geography at STM. I remember something about electrons being explained to us in physics; it was complicated,
but I suddenly got it and then I realised that I could "do" science.

Question 2

What did you do after leaving STM?
When did you decide what you wanted to do?
An overview of what you do now and the qualiﬁcations required?
How important was your schooling in helping you with your career path?

After A Levels I spent a few years racing a bike and represented Great Britain Cycling Team. After that I studied Sport and Exercise Sciences at the
University of Birmingham - taking PE and science to the next level. I didn't have any career plans at that point; I just followed what interested me.
At university I got paid to work in the university labs as my summer jobs. This work experience got me my ﬁrst research job in the NHS (I didn't have all
the qualiﬁcations they wanted, but my experience counted for more). I do medical research in a hospital with people who have lung disease. We use
exercise as a treatment to make people feel better.
I did higher degree (a PhD) while I was working for the University of Leicester, so now I'm Doctor Latimer. I did lots of experiments with people who get
out of breath easily and measured how their genes were switched on when they did exercise training. My PhD is my qualiﬁcation that shows I can do
research on my own. I publish the results of our experiments in international science journals and get to travel around the world sharing what we've
found out with other scientists who are trying to improve treatments for people with lung disease.
I use loads of stuﬀ that I learnt at school: maths helps me manage the results from our experiments and English is essential - if I couldn't write clearly,
nobody would ever ﬁnd out about the experiments I've done.

Question 3

What options did you take? GCSE and A Level?

At GCSE I took geography , PE and business studies / graphic design. At A Level I did Biology, Physics and PE.

Question 4

Do you feel that your options choices impacted the career path you are on?

Deﬁnitely, my A Levels led me to my ﬁrst degree. I could have done lots of things with them though: I considered biology, physics and physiotherapy as
other options at university.

Question 5

What advice would you give to your 13 year-old self if there were just about to
make options choices?

Don't panic if you don't know what career you want yet. Follow what interests you - it may lead you to a job you didn't know existed.

